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Interclub Casting Competition  

 

Sunday the 24
th
 June saw the first round of our annual 

competition with the Devonport Fly Fishing Club  

held at their Winspears Dam. There was a good 

turnout of over twenty of our members, just about 

double the number of Devonport members. The 

weather was not the best for a casting competition 

with a cold wind straight onto the casting shore. 

However, we tried. But despite us having twice as 

many casters having a go Devonport finished up winning the day. As can be seen from the scoresheet 

we didn’t do too badly in the dry and wet fly casting but got comprehensively beaten in the distance 

accuracy event where they scored 110 pts and we scored 15 pts. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But all is not lost. It was a similar situation after the first round last year when Devonport joined us 

for second round at the Isle of Shalom with a lead of over 100 points. On that day we scored well and 

finished up only three points short on the aggregate of the two rounds. We are 93 points behind this 

time so an overall win is not beyond the bounds of possibility. 
 

The second round at the Isle of Shalom is on the 29
th
, which gives us one more casting Sunday, on 

the 22
nd 
,  to get in some practice at that distance accuracy event. 
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Horses for Courses 
 
You might be wondering what horses have to do with fly fishing. In actual fact horses have played 

an important part in the history of fly fishing. In the 15
th
 century horse hair was plated together to 

make the first fly lines. Charles Cotton 
[1]
 specified in The Compleat Angler that the first two lengths 

nearest the hook should be of two hairs, the next three lengths of three hairs, the next three after that 

of four hairs, then 5, 6, and 7 hairs up to the length required for the rod. Thus began the never ending 

debate about the perfect taper for a fly line. 
 

Horse hair fly lines disappeared during the 19
th
 century to be replaced by silk and then nylon. 

Nowadays fly lines are made from polyvinyl chloride or polyurethane allowing the making of lines 

of innumerable tapers, densities, colours and weight.  Finding the perfect fly line has now become 

much harder. 
 

With the opening of the trout season not too far away I thought I would take a look at the mare’s nest 

of choices on the market today if you are considering a new fly line for the occasion. Sorting through 

what is available and what will work for you is about choosing horses for courses. 
 

I shouldn’t assume you might be considering a new line for the new season as some people never 

change their trout line.  If it casts and fishes the way you want why would you change? I suggest 

there are two reasons why you might want to think about a new line. First, fly lines deteriorate with 

age and exposure to the elements. Tiny cracks appear and the line becomes rough and loses its 

slipperiness. If it is a floating line it will start to sink. Fly lines don’t last forever. 
 

The second reason you may want to get a new line is because there are many more options available 

to find a line that is more suitable to the type of fishing you do. Most of us have our favourite trout 

lines and have been using them for years. But trout lines have evolved and now there is line for every 

conceivable situation. It might be time to put your old line out to pasture. 
 

If you do decide to pony up and buy a new line for the new season a trip to the local fly shop or an 

online search will soon have you scratching your head over the multitude of choices. What follows is 

an attempt to sort the wheat from the chaff and help you choose a new line. My suggestion is that 

you forget favourite brands, stretch or non stretch, loops, colours, laser labeling, textures and the 

polyvinyl chloride versus polyurethane debate and think horses for courses.  
 

The courses I am thinking of are the places we fish. Most of us fish for trout in a variety of locations 

from creeks, to rivers to lakes using a variety of methods. In the past a general purpose line was all 

that was available. Now we can choose from a number of different lines specifically developed to 

meet our fishing needs.  Changes to tapers and weight distribution can make a line more suited to the 

location and methods we fish it. We no longer need to be hobbled by the deficiencies of a fly line 

designed to do everything but master none.  
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Before I put the cart before the horse I had better make sure we all understand a few things about a 

fly line. The shape of a fly line determines its performance through the air, with the line’s taper 

affecting how energy is transmitted and dissipated. Varying the lengths and diameters of the various 

parts of the fly line allows control of this energy, resulting in performance characteristics for specific 

types of fly fishing. Weight forward lines are the most commonly used lines today but Double Taper 

lines shouldn’t be discounted. Here is a diagram of the parts of a weight forward fly line. A Double 

Taper is the same except the Belly or Body is longer and there is no running line. 

 

 
Now that we understand the parts of a fly line let’s explore how these sections are varied to make the 

many different fly lines now available. What follows are my thoughts on choosing a fly line for the 

places I fish for trout.  I have not mentioned specific brands or labels nor am I suggesting that my 

choices should be yours. There are many reasons why you should consider a new trout line this 

season and if you do I hope this month’s column will help you choose the right horse for the course. 

 

Creeks 

When I’m fishing a creek I want a line that will present small flies delicately and accurately. I don’t 

need to cast great distances and I’m not using a rod that requires an overweight fly line. I look for a 

standard double taper or weight forward line that features the words “presentation” or “creek” on the 

box. It should have a long front taper to dissipated energy over the length of the taper landing the fly 

softly. Every fly line company makes a line like this and it would be my first choice for small creeks. 

It might look like this: 

 

 
A typical weight forward presentation fly line. 

 

There are a number of other tapers I would consider for small creek fishing. If I had to do a lot of roll 

casting in close quarters I would probably choose a double taper line or maybe a single handed spey 

line. DT lines will do everything a WF line will do while making roll casting easier.  They can also 

be reversed meaning they should last twice as long. A single handed spey line carries more weight 

towards the back of the belly section making it an even better choice for roll casts. These lines are 

very versatile being able to be cast overhead as well perform all of the spey casts.  

 

 
The profile of a double taper presentation fly line. 
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A single handed spey line. 

 

Finally there are a few choices for those who like to load up their fast rods and cast nymphs and 

streamers or have to cope with the wind. You could always just go up one line weight but most 

manufacturers have your needs covered by a line that has a shorter and heavier head. You will 

sacrifice some presentation but if you are just learning to cast it is better to be able to get the fly on 

the water than watch your long taper being blown into the trees. 

 

 
The profile of a weight forward line that has extra weight in the head to load fast rods. 

 

If you want a new fly line just to fish creeks these are the horses that will suit your course. I suggest 

you check what each of the manufacturers has to offer to find the right line for you. 

 

Rivers 

By my definition a river is larger than a creek although you wouldn’t know it if you fished some of 

the “rivers” I now fish. For the purpose of this discussion let’s just say rivers are bigger than creeks 

and places I wouldn’t like to wade across. With this in mind here are some options for choosing a fly 

line for these particular courses. 

 

My personal choice for rivers is a weight forward line with a short front taper and a long back taper 

to enable more line to be carried for long, quick casts. The long back taper also comes in handy for 

mending line and roll casting.  I also like it to be a colour that helps to break up the line profile 

through the air and on the water for ultra stealthy presentations. It doesn’t have the subtlety of the 

long tapered presentations lines but you can always add a very long leader. 

 

 
A general purpose weight forward fly line designed for stealth. 

 

This is not the only river line I use. If I am casting nymphs and indicators there are lines built 

specifically for this purpose worth considering. A good nymph and indicator line needs to be able to 

form efficient loops that can straighten out heavy flies and large indictors. A more aggressive front 

taper handles the heavy junk. These lines aren't great for dry fly fishing because they hit the water a 

bit hard but will work well enough if you need them to. Nymph fly lines will make it much easier to 

roll cast and mend.  
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                            A weight forward line with heavy head and thick handling line designed for nymph fishing. 
 

Once rivers get bigger there is another specialty taper that I sometimes use.  When I need to cast 

large flies long distances with minimum false casting I reach for a shooting head. I prefer an 

integrated line to make life easier for stripping the fly back to the rod. The extra weight in the head 

quickly loads a rod, while the taper at the back and thin running line allows for very long flight times 

and easy distance. Like the nymph lines these are not the best for delicate presentation of dry flies 

but when you must reach your quarry quickly this is the line to choose. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

An integrated shooting head line. 
 

Any of the creek lines would still work for rivers but when you have so many lines that will do the 

job it pays to look at those which are more suited to larger bodies of water. 

 

Lakes  

Lake lines depend on the sort of stillwater fishing you do. If you fish nymphs with an indicator then 

the river nymph lines will work. If you fish dry fly any of the presentation lines will work. And if 

distance is an issue a shooting head line will work best. Where lake lines become a specialty is when 

you start to fish sub surface. 

 

My go to line for subsurface fishing would be a clear intermediate. These lines sink slowly and are 

ideal for pulling flies through the water such as woolly buggers, damsel nymphs or scuds. In clear 

water situations the stealth factor is a benefit for wary fish. The slower sink rate of the intermediate 

allows you to move your flies in a slow, natural manner, and vary the depth by varying the wait time.  

A big advantage that intermediate lines have over floating lines is that they do not create a wake or 

disturbance in the surface film. They also fish well on windy days, where the breeze tends to blow 

floating lines around.  Slow intermediates can be used for almost all stillwater situations and will 

work with a dry fly ... for a few seconds. 

 

 
A general intermediate taper. 

 

Although an intermediate line will eventually cover all depths sometimes you need a fast sink line. 

These lines come in different sink rates and can be made to sink tip first or sag in the middle. Which 

sinking line is best really depends on how you want to use it; how far down you need to get your fly 

and how quickly you want to get it there. Besides enabling you to explore deeper reaches fast, 

sinking lines can be used to skip buoyant patterns such as boobies just above weeds and bottom. 

Obviously you can’t fish a dry fly with a sinking line. Casting and fishing sinking lines requires extra 

thought and a bit of practice if you have only used floating lines before. 
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A full sinking line. 

Another specialty lake and river line that I don’t use but should is a midge tip. Midge tip lines are 

floating lines with a short clear intermediate tip. They are great when the trout are feeding just below 

the surface (which tends to be a lot of the time) as they give you greater control over the position of 

your fly, so you don't need to use weight. They let you retrieve with your flies in the right place for 

the duration of the cast. Being a predominantly floating line, they lift off nicely making them easier 

to cast than intermediates. They're particularly good when fishing nymphs and buzzers just under the 

surface.  They are a versatile line for all stillwaters. 

 

A midge tip line 

I have only just scratched the surface (pun intended) when it come to lake lines. A specialist 

stillwater angler would have a bag full of these lines.  
 

You can see that you have many choices when it comes to fishing creeks, rivers and lakes. One line 

will work in most situations but if you limit yourself you are missing out on the benefits provided by 

these specialist lines.  I may be flogging a dead horse but you should consider a new trout line this 

season. Lash out and do yourself a favour and buy the right horse for the course. It could be costly, 

but ask any horse owner how much they spend and your investment in fly fishing will pale into 

insignificance.  
 
[1] 
Charles Cotton (28 April 1630 – 16 February 1687) was an English poet and writer, known for his 

contributions to The Compleat Angler.  

                                                                                                                          Allan Ekert   

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
Facebook  Pic of 

the Month  
 

The picture Alec 

selected as the 

banner picture for 

the month of July  

was taken at the 

DFFC  Winspears 

dam.  Corralinn 

members are 

looking a bit down; 

results must have 

just come through. 
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Members may remember that a few years back we had a couple of articles by Paul Richards on 

curing trout skins to be used as book covers. Paul is also a writer and painter who has had 

exhibitions at various places around the state. He obviously likes to busy in his retirement and has 

provided this article on his unique and good looking range of priests. 

 

******* 

Bespoke Fishing Priests     by   Paul A.C. Richards AM  
 

About 10 years ago I started crafting shepherds crooks, cleats, market sticks and walking sticks from rams 

horn with dogwood and hazel shafts. The art of stick dressing belongs to the UK and I was fortunate enough 

to have visited two master stick dressers in the UK in 2010 and 2012 to be taught the art. From stick dressing I 

soon turned to crafting cows horn mulls and then fishing priest made from Tasmanian myrtle burl heads and 

antler handles.  

 

The fishing priests were bespoke and had embedded in cold resin the clients favourite fishing fly. Bill Lark 

from Larks Distillery was one of my first customers some years ago along with other members of his family 

who all ordered a hand crafted priest.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above priests were accompanied by :                                                                                                                                

 

This fishing priest has been designed and handcrafted by Paul A.C. Richards. It features a leatherwood bees waxed 

myrtle burl head with a fallow deer antler handle, leather lanyard and antler tine toggle. An embedded Tasmanian Red 

Tag fly is featured in this priest mounted on a bone plate. It has a eucalyptus butt with brass fixture. 

Your initials W D B L have been carefully laser etched into the head as this is your personal fishing priest. 

 

I continued to make priests up until 2014. During the last few years several of these unfished priests have 

languished in a dark cupboard awaiting a rival and with some encouragement I will be tackling a new series of 

fishing priests in due course. My earlier priest contained as I mentioned the owners own favourite fly. Other 

priest which were part of my art exhibitions in 2013-15 had the flavour of all embedded flies tied by my good 

friend Alan Taylor. A couple are on display in the LGHs ARTrium Gallery and my Shepherds crooks are 

exhibited at Turners Blackwood near the Launceston Airport.  
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Priests ready for a cold resin pour  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I soon learnt that several of the materials I was using in my stick dressing would be very handy in the crafting 

of unique fishing priests. Antler and Tasmanian wood burls of myrtle and Eucalyptus became my favourites 

and I have now spent many an hour perfecting the priests featuring an embedded trout fly synonymous with 

the flies used in the highlands, rivers and streams of Northern Tasmania where I still enjoy a day’s fly fishing 

at the young age of 73.  
 

Here are two of my rustic priests.                                                                                                                         

Antler shaft and Eucalypt burl head with buffalo              Antler shaft and Eucalypt burl head with embedded 

horn collar, embedded fly and antler toggle                       fly and antler toggle  
 

                                                                                                                                     Paul Richards 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
                                                                                       

 Two etchings from Paul 
 
                                                                                
“Salmo trutta” 

  

                   and 

 

           “Dawn patrol” 
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Fly of the Month           The Hamills Killer  
 

Hook   :-  Wet fly 10-8-6 

 

Thread :-  Black 

 

Tail      :-  Black squirrel tail and golden pheasant tippets 

 

Body    :-  Red or yellow wool or chenille 

 

                                                                                    Wings   :- Mallard flank feathers dyed green  

 

The Hamills Killer is a very effective New Zealand fly first tied in the 1960s by a Bill Hamill, owner 

of Hamill’s Sports Store, although some say he developed it from a pattern that a customer in his 

shop used.  But none dispute that it is tied to resemble a small baitfish called a bully found in NZ 

lakes.  Personally, I like it because a Hamills got me my first trout out of Arthurs Lake when I moved 

to Tasmania in 1991. The Hamills and it’s kin, the Mrs Simpson, have caught quite a few more out 

of Arthurs and Great Lake since then. 

 

The Hamills is a fairly straightforward tie. Lay foundation thread from eye to bend and tie in a few 

black squirrel tail fibres about ¾ shank length with four or five golden pheasant tippets on top of 

them. The Hamills is often weighted so it is at this stage that you wind the shank with lead wire.  

Take your thread forward over the lead wire to the eye of the hook and back to the bend to hold it in 

place, then attach your wool or chenille for the body. Use wool if you have a lead body as chenille 

over the lead can make the body a bit too bulky. Some NZ fishermen say that a yellow body is for 

day and red is for night fishing. Take thread forward to 2 or 3 mm behind the eye and then wind the 

body material forward to the same spot and tie it off. The wings are next and the trick here is strip the 

feather leaving a fairly long stem….do two feathers each side of the fly. Use two or three turns of 

thread to tie both on at the same time, firmly but not too tightly, and then pull and wriggle the stems 

until the feathers are nicely in position and lined up parallel to the hook shank. Tie them down firmly 

and repeat the process on the other side of the hook. Build up a nice big head, apply head cement and 

the fly is finished. 

 

There aren’t many variations when it comes to the Hamills Killer. Some feathers you buy are dyed 

quite dark and some very light. Some tyers even use the naturally coloured feathers and colour them 

with a waterproof marker as required. That makes a really light coloured almost translucent fly that 

lets a hint of the red body show through when the fly slims down in the water.  Then there’s a so- 

called Canadian Hamills where the mallard feather is tied along the top of the body ………. not 

really a killer pattern at all as ‘killer pattern’ is generally accepted as the feathers being tied flanking 

the hook shank. 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

                                                                                                                                      Alan T.  

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  

There is some interesting reading in the Inland Fisheries Service management plan for the next ten 

years. There are changes to size limits, bag limits, fishing times and permitted methods in various 

waters. 
https://www.ifs.tas.gov.au/media/publications/Tasmanian_Inland_Recreational_Fishery_Management_Plan_2

018-28_at_released_web.pdf  
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A different stick caddis 

 

We all know of caddis flies and their underwater larvae, stick 

caddis, so this strange creature recently seen crawling over 

our patio table looked familiar. A few minutes research on 

the internet revealed it to be a terrestrial caddis larva.  The 

larvae make cases of twigs and other forest floor detritus the 

same as their aquatic counterparts. The one pictured looks 

like it is having a bit of a job carrying around its heavy 

looking case. 

Apparently they are quite rare and there is only one variety 

known in Tasmania. 

                                                                           A.T. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

New feature  
 

Alec has installed a new feature on the club website.  http://corralinn.weebly.com/    At the top right 

hand corner of the Home page is the word ‘Calendar’. Click on it and an interactive calendar comes up. Click 

on any square with an event  tagged in it and details of the event come up.  You can also scroll backwards 

and forwards through the months.  All self explanatory really.  Nice one, Alec.  
 

***** 

In the meantime, here is the usual newsletter     Calendar  
 

July  20
th
   :-  Annual dinner at Steve’s Grill.  We have 32 names on the list. 

         
        22

nd
   :-  Casting.  Last chance to practice distance accuracy before return match with DFFC 

 

        25
th
    :-  Fly tying, 7.30 pm at Tennis club.  

 

        29
th
    :-  Second leg of interclub competition with DFFC at Isle of Shalom. Devonport have a 

                      93 point start so we have some catching up to do. 
 

Aug.  4
th
    :-  First day of 2018-19 brown trout season. The July meeting decided upon Brumbys  

                      Creek as the venue for the traditional opening day outing. Picnic area down Fisheries 

                      Lane is the designated meet-up spot. Suggested start time about 10 o’clock.   

                      Note :  Last year the gate at Fisheries Lane was locked. If it is again let’s gather at  

                                  Lee’s Bridge. 
 

          8
th
    :-  Monthly meeting. Guest speaker will be Neil Morrow from Inland Fisheries. Among 

                       his other duties Neil is the IFS officer responsible for the Angler Access program. He  

                       will probably also talk about the IFS ten year management plan mentioned above. 
 

         12
th
    :-  Casting 

 

         22
nd
   :-   Fly tying 

 

         26
th
    :-   Casting.   

*****  

Alterations to calendar items will be notified by email  or the club website http://corralinn.weebly.com/   
Next newsletter due second half of August. Any contributions by the 13

th
, please. 

 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

Now I am……like anyone with a strong preference for the fly rod, totally indifferent to how large a fish I 

catch by comparison with other fishermen.  So when a fifteen-year-old called Fred, fishing deep in 

midsummer with a hideously plastic worm, caught a four-and-a-half-pounder.....I naturally felt no resentment 

beyond wanting to break the kid’s thumbs 

                                                                                                                       Vance Bourjaily 

 


